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Digitalisation.



Technology
is the enabler.

Analog-to-digital connectivity 
technology  combining analog 
devices and digital world.



Transformation
Digitalization drives 

transformation.

Business efficiency.

Customer experience.

Business model 
innovation.



Consumer
Technologies are causing 

behavioral changes as people love 
them, in turn causing disruption in 

the market.

Covid-19.

User experience.

Sustainability.



Opportunity.
Time is right.

Technology.

Business.

Partnership.



What are the main steps for 
maximising the washing volume?



● Decide the targeted customer 

groups 
● Decide the wanted products



● Choose the suitable marketing 

automation features



DYNAMIC PRICING & PACKAGE PRICING
Maximise your sites’ utilisation rate and revenue at all times with 
dynamic pricing and packages.

DYNAMIC PRICES
Different prices for each single wash can be set up by:

1. Site
2. Program
3. Time (e.g. 08:00 – 20:00)
4. Period (e.g. May 1st – May 31st)

PACKAGE PRICES
A package price for a set number of single wash programs
● The availability and validity of the price in the app can be 

set up by time and period
● Discounted prices for a certain time or period also possible



AUTOMATIC DISCOUNTS
Generate additional revenue and build customer loyalty 
with discounts. The discounts are configured, activated, 
and automated from the SO Dashboard.

1st PURCHASE DISCOUNT
Fixed price or percentage discount applied on first 
purchase of choice or on chosen programs.



AUTOMATIC DISCOUNTS

SUBSCRIPTION DISCOUNT
A discount given on the subscription for a second 
or third vehicle. A perfect product for the second 
or third car in the family.

PERIODIC DISCOUNT

A discount given to periodic (monthly, annual) 
subscribers on selected products.



AUTOMATIC DISCOUNTS

LOYALTY WASH DISCOUNT
A discount given on selected products as reward for 
customers who reach a certain threshold of purchases.



● Plan your other active sales 
actions



COUPONS & PREPAID/GIFT CARDS

Using promotions and coupons will generate additional 
sales and attract the customers to wash more often.

PREPAID GIFT CARDS AND VOUCHERS
Customers can buy prepaid or discounted single washes, 
single wash packages and monthly plans. Customer gets a 
code to redeem the gift/promo/discount in the app.

Codes can be designed to be used once or multiple times. 
They can be limited to one or more wash programs or 
targeted to certain customer group.



Example from the real life.



What was done?
● Choice of a good location

● Creation of a new innovative brand

● Totally digital unmanned washing 

concept

● Good and slightly aggressive price 

setting

● Good but very simple marketing 

activities



Results.



Monthly active users



Active subscriptions



Operations by hour of the day



Operations by day



Cancellations per day



Enabling factors

● Plate recognition

● Monthly subscriptions 

supplemented by single washes

● Queue camera in the app



Queue camera or Machine Vision
If the queue camera feature becomes forbidden on certain market then we 
can use machine vision to detect how many cars are in the queue and tell the 
result in the application 



Conclusions.



● Don’t underestimate the potential of the digitalisation.

● Start rather sooner than later. 

●  If your own organization can’t start the project right away at full speed you 

can buy this as a service.

● Digitalization is not only about the consumer and your washing site but also 

about the different partnerships enabled by the connectivity of integrated 

systems.

Conclusions
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